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TAKEOVER STRENGTHENS MARKET POSITION  
VERHOEVEN FAMILY OF COMPANIES

WITH THE TAKEOVER OF THE COMPANY VAN DEN AKKER ELECTRIC ENGINEERING, VERHOEVEN FAMILY OF COMPANIES STRENGTHENS ITS 

CAPACITY AND MARKET POSITION IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMATION AND CONTROL AND AS A PROVIDER OF TURNKEY SOLUTIONS. HANS STOOP, 

CEO OF THE ORGANISATION, SEES THIS AS A STRATEGIC STEP THAT IS ONE OF THE CONDITIONS FOR GIVING EVEN MORE EMPHATIC SHAPE 

TO THE PIONEERING ROLE OF THE BAKERY BRANCH, THE VERHOEVEN BAKERY EQUIPMENT FAMILY. "WE ARE NOW ENTERING INTO AN EVEN 

CLOSER COOPERATION WITH OUR COLLEAGUES FROM VAN DEN AKKER IN OUR PROJECTS AT CONTROL LEVEL. IT ALSO ENABLES US TO WORK 

IN-HOUSE ON THE BAKERY OF THE FUTURE. WE ARE, IN FACT, ON THE THRESHOLD OF A NUMBER OF REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS THAT WILL 

DRASTICALLY CHANGE THE WAY BREAD AND BAKERY PRODUCTS ARE MADE. THERE ARE MANY FACTORS BEHIND THIS: THE STRONG CALL FOR 

MORE SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION AND THE REDUCTION OF WASTE, THE LABOUR SHORTAGE THAT WILL LAST FOR DECADES, THE REGULATIONS 

THAT WILL FORCE US TO BE MORE EFFICIENT AND, LAST BUT NOT LEAST, THE IMPACT ON THE ECONOMIC AND QUALITATIVE BENEFITS THAT A NEW 

PRODUCTION STRATEGY CAN BRING. ULTIMATELY, IN YEARS TO COME, THE BAKERY OF THE FUTURE WILL PRODUCE FROM PREDICTIVE KNOWLEDGE 

WITH A SUITABLE ANSWER TO THE CORE QUESTION: WHO IS GOING TO ORDER WHAT, WHEN?"

"A much more accurate adjustment of production to the deve-
lopment of demand is an absolute must. If the market does not 
regulate itself from the awareness of the importance of sustai-
nability, we will slowly but surely be forced to do so. Today, 
this alignment is still far from optimal. With bread, we are still 
in the top 3 of 'most thrown away products'. We are jointly 
responsible for this throughout the chain, 'from soil to mouth'.  
Technological development enables us to take important steps 
in reducing waste. The processing of information in production 
control is the core of the solution. The integration of our new 
intelligent partner will give us an extra boost in this respect".

EFFECTS OF WASTE.
According to the Dutch Nutrition Centre, food waste by con-
sumers in our country amounts to approximately 131 kg per 
person and 28% of land use per year. The environmental impact 
of discarded food becomes greater the further along the chain 
it is discarded, because then all the added values (processing, 
transport, packaging, etc.) come into play. Stoop: "This requires 
above all a change in mentality among consumers, which is 
already being strongly emphasised and developed by all the 
media attention. The initiatives we see in our segment to recycle 
bread are wonderful and contribute directly to reducing waste. 
But we must also take responsibility at the front end of the 
chain, because prevention is always better than cure. Due to 
the growth of the world population and the increasing scarcity 
of raw materials, also for the production of bread and pastries, 
intelligent solutions can contribute to a more careful, more 
balanced use of the ingredients that will only become more 
expensive due to their scarcity. ‘Earth Overshoot Day', the date 
that marks the exhaustion of available resources for our annual 
needs, is coming earlier and earlier, this year already on 29 July.

VACUUM COOLING & BAKING.
"Our organisation has been developing in this direction for years 
- just like many of our customers - and has taken various inno-
vative initiatives such as the introduction of Vacuum Cooling & 
Baking. The development that we pioneered in this market a few 
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years ago is now contributing to a qualitative improvement in production 
output at various major partners around the world, and certainly to grea-
ter efficiency through a substantial reduction in the production time and 
space required. The much shorter production time, especially in the time 
before re-cooling, has positive effects on minimising the formation of bac-
teria prior to packaging. This, in turn, has a beneficial effect on the shelf 
life of the end products. And a longer shelf life contributes to less waste."

SELF-MANAGEMENT.
"In addition to social issues, the design of an intelligent production 
environment also has an impact on other areas. In the turbulent times that 
we have experienced in recent years, it has become clear that technology 
has enabled us to at least have contact with each other, even if it was 
often at a - safe - distance. The people factor is a very important basis for 
success in our organisation, but without new technologies, it has proved 
impossible to deploy. We meet remotely, we check and service remotely 

and in some cases we even deliver digitally. What is happening socially 
in the development of technology and communication (look, for example, 
at the development of the telephone with which you now also switch on 
your washing machine and the light, do the calculations, take photograp-
hs, etc.) is helping us to control things around us much better. A car used 
to have four wheels and an engine, but nowadays there are so many chips 
and software in it that - as soon as the regulations have been adapted - we 
will soon be able to switch to a self-driving automotive environment. The 
influence that humans have on production cannot be completely replaced 
today, but we know that the advanced robots that we produce from the 
supporting role in production can perform faster and more precisely in 
order to ensure consistent quality. Self-management is the future. And 
given the development in the labour market supply, this is of essential 
value. All the information about quantitative and qualitative aspects in 
production teaches the line to function better and better, like the car that 
keeps driving neatly within the lines".

TOENEMENDE KRAPTE OP DE ARBEIDSMARKT

Uit een onlangs verschenen rapport van het CPB komt naar voren dat het arbeidsaanbod in de toekomst onder druk blijft staan tot ongeveer 2045. 
Productiepersoneel zal steeds moeilijker te vinden zijn. Daar komen dan de ramingen voor de economische groei nog bovenop die leiden tot extra krapte. 
“Ervan uitgaande dat er geen grootschalige nieuwe contactbeperkingen nodig zijn, groeit de economie in 2021 met bijna 4%, gevolgd door 3,5% groei in 
2022. De werkloosheid stijgt licht tot 3,5% in 2022. De arbeidsmarkt blijft daarmee krap. Dit blijkt uit de vorige maand (september 2021) gepubliceerde 
Macro Economische Verkenning 2022 (MEV) van het Centraal Planbureau (CPB).”

COMPLEXITY CALLS FOR TURNKEY SUPPORT
"Overarching control of production, where data helps the machines to integra-
te more and more detailed requirements as they learn, does lead to an incre-
asingly complex organisation of the production environment. In addition, the 
coordination of the various parts of the production line from start to finish has 
become an increasingly specialised issue. The design of production requires 

an overarching vision of the user that goes far beyond the quality of the final 
product. This should not be an obstacle to the development that needs to be 
initiated. Our integration of labels and specialisations in the Family, now com-
plemented by additional strength in intelligence, enables us to tackle these 
issues holistically and, from a turnkey partnership, to take customers through 
a highly attractive renewal of their production environment."

VAN DEN AKKER ELECTRIC ENGINEERING AND VERHOEVEN BAKERY EQUIPMENT FAMILY

Van den Akker Electric Engineering has more than 20 years of experience in the architecture of control technology solutions for many applications and 
segments. The bakery market is supplied both in cooperation with Verhoeven Family of Companies and directly. The latest developments such as 3D and 
virtual reality simulation programmes are used. With the Vision programme, the system ensures qualitative product control during production. 

VERHOEVEN BAKERY EQUIPMENT FAMILY
(BAKERY BRANCH OF VERHOEVEN FAMILY OF COMPANIES)

BVT Dough Process Solutions
Newcap Industrial Handling Solutions
Vacuum Cooling & Baking Solutions
Bakepack End of Line Solutions
Van den Akker Electric Engineering, Industrial Automation Solutions
Number of employees: 150 
Place of business:  Oss 

More information: Verhoeven Bakery Equipment Family | Telephone: 0412-630 545 | www.verhoevenfamily.com
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